
Time machine

Two versions of a time machine along with two versions of a video.

Version 1

Consists of a chair that is made to to look like a time machine (whatever that might look like) with a
mounted projector, controls and PC. It shows a video that is projected onto a wall in front of the 
machine. It can be sat in and the controls used to to make the video go backwards, forwards or be 
paused. The controls are mounted on top of a keyboard and press certain keys, so the person does 
not have access to all the key. No mouse. 

Alternatively the video may be played on a mounted display?   

If left, time passes normally. If used and paused, another person finds the machine and beings their 
own journey through time.

Version 2

Video being projected on a wall with a control podium in the centre of the room.

Video 1

Video is a slide show of history from the big bang to the end of time, with imagined future. Does is 
consist of drawings (take a long time depending on amount of slides) or be made up of free images?



Video 2

Black background with white numbers that change. Has sounds - ticking

Both videos

Consider how many slides and how long the video would be.
Do the numbers represent years? What period of time does it cover?
 If it begins from the start of time do the years progress faster at the start and end? Or just move in 
larger numbers. Billions of years, millions, hundred thousand, thousand, ten, single years. Look up 
time periods. 
When did the universe begin, when might it end?
Sound to the video?
Video should loop when it gets to the end – perhaps ends/begins in a flash/bang to make it a 
complete loop.

If you could travel in time, what year or time period would your go to?
Time ticking by.


